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By The Rev. Pavel Khramov

O

n July 6, two seminary students were ordained as deacons. We have talked to one of
them, Andrey Kobezhikov.

Could you please tell little bit about your childhood?
I was born in the town of Shira in 1984. That time it was Krasnoyarsk region, now it is
Khakassia. My father was policeman, my mom worked in the mental asylum (psychiatric
hospital) as a cook. We lived in Shira for some years, and then we moved to Tuim, as my
father was transferred there. I have a younger brother, he lives now in Abakan. I graduated
from the school in Tuim and entered the university in Vladivostok to become a social
worker.
How did it happen that you went to Vladivostok? It is almost 3,500 miles trip
after all.
It is a long story. By the end of the school a very romantic idea came to my mind. I wanted
to become a minister, but I also wanted to dedicate myself fully to the ministry. I was young,
(Continued on page 2)
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I was idealistic, and thus I thought that becoming a
monk is my way. Lutheran church doesn't provide this
“option,” so I went to Krasnoyarsk and lived there in
Claretian monastery. However, I wanted to join
Franciscan order. Later a priest from this congregation
invited me to go with him to Ussuriysk (a city in the
Russian Far East). That's how I got there. I became a
“candidate,” i.e. a novice.
Why did you enter the university? Were you
dissuaded from your idea to become a monk?
No. I still planned to be a monk, but I also wanted
something else in my life, I wanted some development
and self-realization. That’s why I started my studies. It
fit very well to my willingness to serve people. That
was difficult time, as I needed to work hard to pay for
the university. My parents couldn’t really help me, and
there was no such thing as bank loan for education.
From time to time I just fell asleep in the class. And in
the same time I was active in the church.
What did you parents say?
They were very negative. Even my study for social
worker wasn’t acceptable for them. They didn’t realize
the point in helping others. They said to me, “You'd
better go to army or become a railway-man.” If the
study at the university was so difficult to grasp for
them, what could be said about my idea to serve in the
church?
Why did you turn away from the monastic
way?
While studying and working I started to understand
that monasticism is not the superior way of serving.
To be a monk is not better than to be a father, student,
and driver. However, I still wanted to be in the church,
to help people, to serve them. During my study we did
field work - visiting hospitals, helping homeless, etc. I
liked it.
Have you graduated from the university?
No. First of all, it wasn’t possible for me to pay my
tuition anymore. Secondly, our teachers openly told us
that social work is not priority in our state now, so this
profession is not promising.
Let us talk about your church experience in
Tuim.
I came just out of curiosity and stayed. Interestingly,
already before my coming to the church I was
dreaming about being a pastor. Of course, it was very
childish and romantic, you know, when you are
attracted by the appearance of the profession, having
no idea about its real content.

Orthodox Church in Shira, as there was no congregation in
Tuim. However, it was rather negative experience. The priest
wasn’t friendly there. Later, when I come to our church,
Father Pavel Zayakin showed real pastoral care. He was open
to discussion. He was available. I must admit that the most
influential on me was Pastor Andrey Ivolga. He just came to
Tuim. We talked a lot; he became an example of a minister to
me.
How did you parents react to it?
They didn't like it, but they also didn’t stop me. Comparing to
many teenagers I was a good boy. I didn’t wander late at
night; I didn't drink alcohol, so my parents decided that the
church is acceptable alternative to usual “entertainments” of
teenagers in Tuim.
When were you confirmed?
I was attending the church for a year and on April, 22 of 2001
I was baptized and confirmed. That spring I also graduated
from the school and went to Krasnoyarsk.
What did you think about Roman Catholic theology?
I didn’t really think about it. I had that idea to be a monk, and
I didn’t pay the attention to theological difference. I wanted to
serve people, and monasticism seemed to be a good option, as
it solves your daily problems: where to live, what to eat, what
to wear, etc.
So, when did you come back to our church?
After leaving the university I worked in different companies
and in many cities in the Russian Far East. That time I wasn’t
good church goer. In 2013, rather unexpectedly, I got an
invitation from Pastor Pavel Zayakin to participate in
preparation of the big scout rally, named Jamboree. That time
I had a small firm, selling office supplies. I thought it might be
a chance to open a small store in Khakassia. Thus, I took some
stuff with me and came.
Father Pavel asked me if I would think about studying in
seminary. I said that I have now different life; I’m a
businessman and so on. My willingness to serve people was
buried under my worldly plans and desires. Later that summer
Father Alexey Streltsov also asked me about studying in
seminary. But I didn’t think about this. My business in
Khakassia wasn’t successful, and I came back to Far East.
There I had a small store and it happened that a few believers
were regularly coming to me. When I told them that I was
invited to the seminary, they were very positive about this. It
made me to ponder over this idea more carefully.
Next year I came to Khakassia again, and at the summer
seminars I finally decided to enter the seminary in
Novosibirsk.
During this year I re-evaluated Roman Catholic doctrines and
realized that some I never believed and practiced, like saying
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the rosary or the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, and some others that I cannot agree with anymore. I read quite
a lot of Lutheran books, coming back to my original faith.
Now you serve in the St. Luke parish in Abakan. What are your responsibilities there?
I live in the church building, so I take care of it. Also, as Pastor Dmitry Dotsenko, who serves in Abakan, lives in nearby
town, I conduct Vespers. It frees him from coming every evening. I help priest at the liturgy, regularly I preach. In the
summer we didn’t have any Bible classes, but we plan to do something now. So, I might be giving a Bible class.
Do you feel any difference after the ordination?
Surely. First I feel more responsibility for myself, for my lifestyle. Second, I became more confident, I can much easier
rebuke people, if I see them doing something wrong. Third, the church became the priority number one. My plans are
subjected to church needs.
Thank you very much, Father Andrey! 

Bishop Vsevolod ordains Deacon Andrey

Deacons Andrey and Oleg
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The GULAG
By The Rev. Larry Beane

T

he word GULAG (ГУЛАГ) is actually a Russian
acronym that stands for “Main Camp
Administration.” It had come to mean a terrifying
“archipelago” (as described by Alexander Solzhenitsyn)
of labor camps that awaited anyone that the USSR
deemed an “enemy of the state.” Of course, this included
our Lutheran brothers and sisters after the Russian
Revolution (1917) and especially during the “great purge”
under Stalin (1937-1938). The Gulag continued to exist
until the mid 1980s. Some of our older brothers and
sisters in Russia remember the terror of the Gulag. It’s
really impossible to understand the history of Russian
Lutheranism – as well as modern Russian culture –
without some understanding of how the USSR terrorized
the Soviet people with the threat of the labor camp. This
especially applied to the Russian Lutherans, as they were
not only Christians, but often of German heritage –
something that especially became a target during and after
World War II.
Bishop Vsevolod gave me a copy of a disturbing book
called Drawings from the Gulag by Danzig Baldaev. The
book consists of 130 pen and ink drawings by the author,
who was both an inmate and an employee of the Gulag.
The drawings are shocking and repulsive. They illustrate
what one reviewer called “sadistic pornography” that awaited the inmates of these camps at the hands of both guards
and other inmates.
The illustrations of the horrific scenes are described in Russian and
translated into English. After looking at these drawings, a normal human
being can never think of the bland and generic term “labor camp” quite the
same way again. This booklet shows the depths and degradations and
depravity that fallen man – severed from the anthropology of the Christian
worldview that human life is sacred and that it commands dignity – are
subject to when given power over other human beings.
The Bishop also presented me with a thorough academic treatment of the
subject by Anne Applebaum entitled GULAG: A History. This is a nearly
700 page tome covering the Gulag’s origins in Imperial Russian labor
camps and the use of forced labor in the Communist period from the
Bolshevik Revolution through the reign of Stalin (1917-1939), as well as
the Gulag’s peak and demise (1940-1986). Based on extensive research,
Applebaum also takes the reader on a terrifying ride through the life of a
Gulag prisoner, from arrest to release, death, or escape – focusing on the
day to day life of the prisoner.
This is an important work that goes beyond one person’s experience, but
rather puts together a big picture based on extensive Soviet historical
Vol. 17.2, October 2018
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industry was
perverted in the days
records. I am still in the process of reading GULAG.
of the USSR to
Bishop Vsevolod recently sent me a copy of Kolyma Tales terrify and silence
by Varlam Shalamov, a journalist and son of an Orthodox refuseniks and
priest. The author’s experience in the Gulag began in
dissenters.
1929, serving a three year sentence for circulating letters
Bukovsky’s book
critical of Stalin. He was arrested again in 1937 on
includes the stories
account of his writings, and was sentenced to five years in of many brave
Kolyma, which is in northeastern Siberia. He kept getting writers, thinkers, and
more time piled on to his sentence, and in 1943, he was
poets who were sent
sentenced to an additional ten years simply for describing a to the Gulag for
particular Russian writer in a positive light. He spent a
sentences lasting
total of 17 years in the Gulag.
many years simply
for reading a poem
The book is a collection of stories or memoirs of his time
in the camps, and is considered to be extremely accurate by or gathering around
a statue.
scholars.
(Continued from page 4)

In the book,
Bukovsky speaks
about how the
prisoners used the one tool they had to bring down the
system: their ability to write letters. They gummed up the
bureaucratic machine and used the Soviet system and
Communist Party apparatus as weapons turned in on
As Father Alexey was explaining to me at one time, the
themselves. Eventually, the Gulag system fell apart, and
point of dealing with people in such a humiliating way is to not long afterward, the entire USSR collapsed.
assert dominance over them. This reminds me of St.
Bukovsky’s book is fascinating! It is out of print, but is
Augustine’s description of original sin as “libido
available in a very inexpensive Kindle e-book edition on
dominandi” (the lust for domination).
Amazon.
Another book
that I have read Alexander Solzhenitsyn is still considered to be the
standard author on the Gulag – where he spent eight years
and found
fascinating, and of his life. His most famous work is The Gulag
Archipelago, a massive 1973 work that earned him a Nobel
at the same
Prize in literature. His other famous work is One Day in
time, both
depressing and the Life of Ivan Denisovich, a courageously written 1963
novel set in the 1950s that runs through a single day in the
hopeful, is To
Build a Castle: life of an ordinary prisoner of the Gulag.
The Rev. Alexey Streltsov wrote that the book is “more
profound than Solzhenitsyn, in my humble opinion, but not
for the weak-hearted; it can lead one into depression.
Shalamov shows that anybody will break, it’s just a matter
of time. I don’t want to agree with him, but he’s been
through all that.”

My Life as a
Dissenter by the
famous Soviet
dissident
Vladimir
Bukovsky. This
text is a memoir
of Bukovsky’s
time in camps
that were
euphemistically
called “psychiatric hospitals.” The mental healthcare
Vol. 17.2, October 2018

As time moves forward, fewer and fewer Russians are
haunted by these memories, and are able to live without the
marks of a totalitarian state pressing upon their psyches.
But the danger is that the cruelty of the Gulag and of
Communism might fade over time. In the United States,
we are seeing a renewed interest in Socialism as a viable
political system – especially among young people who
were born after the Berlin Wall fell, the Iron Curtain
collapsed, and the USSR disintegrated. These books need
to be read and pondered, as awful as they are. They are
reminders of the devastation of sin, and of what our Lord
Jesus Christ came to save us from by grace through faith.
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Christian Family Camp
By Tatiana Strukova
Note: A Christian Family Camp was held in the village of
Efremkino, Khakassia, this July. Tatiana Strukova was the
director of that camp. She shares her experience.
This year the camp was named “Three fortresses.” We undertook
the trip to the three summits/fortresses – heavenly, earthly, and
water. Every day we explored one summit. We started with Bible
studies where we discussed one theme, corresponding to one
fortress. The whole program was built as a journey of a knight,
who left the heavenly castle and tries to find the way back.
Together with him we have visited different places, coming closer
day by day to our final destination. We studied the story of
Creation and the Fall, we saw how Old Testament stories of
crossing of the Red Sea and of the healing of Naaman point to
baptism. We discussed how Jesus’ baptism and His crucifixion
overcome our Fall. Finally, in the last water fortress we talked
about our baptism, the death of our old man and regeneration of
the new man.
Tatiana Strukova

The majority of younger kids (5-8 years old) encountered these
stories for the first time. Teenagers and adults went deeper, discussing difficult questions under the guidance of
Lutheran pastors. We had about 60 participants in the camp. Obviously, it wasn’t easy to organize Bible classes
interesting and understandable to everybody, despite theirs age or church experience. Thankfully, our group leaders
were ready to listen to everyone, and to help and support each group member.
I consider as a great compliment the words of one man, who is “quite far from the church” as he describes himself.
This skeptical person said, “Now I understand why my kids ask me questions, which I can’t answer so easy.”
Of course, we played a lot, had much fun together and went on hikes. On the nights we sat around campfire and cannot
go to bed for long time. Well, kids would sit for hours, adults wanted to go to rest earlier. Next day we tried to skip the
morning exercise. On the hikes
kids were troublesome, were
afraid of the heights, and ran away
from the cows. Their parents
caught the moments to talk with
old and new friends. Not
everything was easy. It could rain
unexpectedly; the hike turns to be
six hours long instead of planned
three hours. One may add to this
work at the kitchen, preparing
small show for the evening
program, “pacification” the most
active and loud kids at nights.
Repeatedly it seemed to me that
my mistakes and failures were just
terrible and nobody would want to
come again to the family camp.
Then the final day came. Some
children were ready to cry because
they need to leave. Those who
considered it inappropriate to the
“real man” put on a brave face and
bustled about. Adults tried to talk
Vol. 17.2, October 2018
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well to each other packing their stuff in the same time. And everyone said that they will come back next year.
My daughter counts all the events of that summer as “before” or “after” the camp. And she already forgot her promise
NEVER COME AGAIN, which she did in one of the hikes when she hurt her leg and her eye swelled after the insect
bite. She looks forward to the next summer and makes plans. Of course, I’m too looking forward and planning.
There are people who come to these camps for several years already. Also, new people come each year. This time it was
family from Murmansk (about 3,500 miles away). New friends it is always something special. In Efremkino I feel the
beauty of God’s world more than anywhere. It is in people, in nature, in fellowship, in changing of my mind and heart. I
know that camps are important not only for me. Otherwise why would people contact me in a month and asked, “Can
we come to the camp next year?” 

Christian Family Camp

From the Editor: The Siberian Evangelical Lutheran Church (SELC) continues to grow and be a place where the Gospel of Jesus Christ is preached and the Holy
Sacraments provided for sinners seeking forgiveness and healing of body and soul. In the newsletters of The Siberian Lutheran Mission Society
(SLMS) the members of the SELC reveal their faith and hopes. They are Russians seeking an answer to challenges and problems in their lives. They are a
people who have been called by Christ in the healing waters of Holy Baptism and fed by the holy precious food of His body and blood. They may speak a
different language but they are all baptized in the name of the same LORD and eat and drink the same Jesus. These are a people who know the mission of the
Church – a mission which begins and finds its conclusion in the Word and Sacraments properly administered. We invite you to read this newsletter with a
prayer of divine grace for our Lutheran brothers and sisters in Siberia. Their challenges in a land of pagan Buddhism, shamanism, and atheism is great. Your
prayers and continuing support is appreciated.
Articles and photographs from this newsletter may be reprinted for publicity purposes. Please give credit to the author and

The Siberian Lutheran Mission Society (SLMS)
All donations may be sent to the SLMS c/o Ascension Lutheran Church, Mr. Robert Kiefer, 8811 St. Joe Road, Ft. Wayne, Indiana 46835-1037. Donations may
also be made through PayPal. For more information on how you can become involved in the work of the SLMS, visit our website at:

www.siberianlutheranmissions.org
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